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Our vision is to support our clients with professional servic-
 es, performing all works in an efficient manner, inspect,
repair, maintain and dismantle assets in a safe, con-

 trolled and effective way. This philosophy enables us to
 provide new technologies whilst applying the highest
standards of safety and operational excellence

 AQUA SUBSEA DIVING is an established global subject
 matter expert who specialize in Underwater Diving and
 ROV operations, offering innovative solutions to ensure
 Client requirements and expectations are met in the
Middle East and Asia region

 At Aqua Subsea Diving, our mission is to be the preferred
 service provider, dedicated to supporting our clients by
 building an organization that excels in key aspects of our
 business within the Oil & Gas sector whilst remaining
down-to-earth

We build our organization on people who are profession-
 al, competent and committed to the job and offer them
 a safe, healthy and dynamic working environment. In
which they can develop their skills
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Aqua Subsea Diving has long been engaged in marine construction projects 
throughout the middle east, performing such varied tasks as underwater outfalls 
and pipelines, marina construction, salvage projects, pier and wharf construction, 
and waterfront facility repair. Construction equipment, crew boats and other work 
boats allows us to complete most of our projects with minimal reliance on outside 
support.

Some of our capabilities are as follows:

Pile driving (pipe, concrete, sheet, H-section steel)
Wharf repairs (timber, concrete)
Shore protection
Rock placement
Sub-sea pipeline and outfall installation and maintenance
Reinforced concrete construction

Aqua Subsea Diving has been supplying diving services to the marine, Oil & Gas 
Industries since 2018, and is currently serving a wide variety of public and private 
sector clients in the whole middle east region.

Our capabilities include air diving , mixed gas diving , and supply and operation of 
remotely operated vehicles (ROV).

INTRODUCTION

Commercial Diving

At Aqua Subsea Diving we have an expert and professional team of 
divers and technicians to salvage small ships and small vessels, sunken 
dockyard cranes, mobile cranes from the depths of the sea.

Marine Salvage

Some of our capabilities are as follows:

Search & Recovery Operations
Underwater co�erdam construction and installation
Hull inspection and repair
Non Destructive Testing (NDT)
O�shore moorings and platforms
Marine outfall inspection and repair
Construction support
Underwater video and photographic inspection
Air lifting
Boat lifting
Sand bagging
Scour inspection and repair
Epoxy injection and pile encapsulation



Marine works and Civil construction works
Underwater jetty construction, repair, 
maintenance and inspection

The Vessel Inspection and Repair personnel at Aqua Subsea Diving are a 
group of highly trained divers, welders, and inspectors.  Our capabilities 
and procedures have been �eld proven with great success.  Our location  
enables an emergency response crew to be quickly assembled and 
mobilized to respond within hours of call-out, twenty-four hours a day, 
to any location in the UAE.

At Aqua Subsea Diving we take great pride in providing our clients with 
unsurpassed professionalism in our periodic inspection and mainte-
nance programs. We are approved as external hull experts and certi�ed 
to perform In-Water Surveys and Ultrasonic Thickness Gauging Surveys 
by leading Classi�cation Bureaus.

Some of our capabilities are as follows:

Class Bureau Special Surveys
Non Destructive Testing (NDT)
Ultrasonic Examination
Magnetic Particle Examination
Liquid Penetrant Examination
Automated Ultrasonic B & C Scan
Certi�ed Underwater Welding
Damage Assessment & Repair Evaluation
Cutting & Burning
Hull Cleaning & Propeller Polishing and Maintenance.

MARINE CIVIL CONSTRUCTION/ENGNEERING

Vessel Inspection and Repair

Pipeline Survey
Underwater  Inspection of Structures
Recovery Operations
Inspection, Repair & Maintenance
Bridge Inspections

ROV Surveys



Equipments

Decompression Chamber Scuba Replacement Package

Brush Kart KMB 37

Lift Bags



HP Air Compressor

Hydraulic Power Pack

Diving Umbilical

ROV s
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